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Abstract
Theory predicts that macromolecular crowding affects protein behavior, but experimental
confirmation is scant. Herein, we report the first residue-level interrogation of the effects of
macromolecular crowding on protein stability. We observe up to a 100-fold increase in the stability,
as measured by the equilibrium constant for folding, for the globular protein chymotrypsin inhibitor
2 (CI2) in concentrations of the cosolute poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) that mimic the protein
concentration in cells. We show that the increased stability is caused by the polymeric nature of PVP
and that the degree of stabilization depends on both the location of the individual residue in the protein
structure and the PVP concentration. Our data reinforce the assertion that macromolecular crowding
stabilizes the protein by destabilizing its unfolded states.

Introduction
Macromolecular crowding is predicted to stabilize proteins.1 Even though proteins participate
in every biochemical process and are used as therapeutics, we lack fundamental knowledge
about crowding and protein stability. The consequences of macromolecular crowding are
expected to be profound,1 yet, surprisingly, most biophysical studies are conducted only in
dilute solution. Quantitative information about the effects of crowding on globular proteins
would not only provide new insights into intracellular constraints on protein stability but also
help find formulations that increase the stability and facilitate the long-term storage of protein
pharmaceuticals.

As protein function in the cell occurs at macromolecular concentrations of 300 g/L or greater,
2 relevant experiments must attempt to mimic this environment. Sequestering a protein in a
biocompatible, protein-like polymer provides a simplified representation of the cellular interior
that focuses on the potential stabilizing effect of steric repulsion.3,4 A study conducted by
Minton and co-workers showed that crowding with dextran (mw 35 000 Da) increases the
equilibrium constant for folding of the molten-globule state of cytochrome c by 100-fold at pH
2.0.4 This shows crowding can promote stabilization. These data, however, were acquired
under extreme conditions, did not involve the native state of the protein, and focused on bulk
rather than residue-specific measurements.
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Other studies of protein stability in the presence of macro-molecules have reported minimal
increases in stability.5–8 These reports may underestimate the increase because such systems
often ignore aggregation and do not focus on stable native states.3,9 We have developed a
simple system that provides information about the effects of macromolecular crowding on
protein stability. Our system gives unambiguous data about the effects of a polymeric crowding
agent on the stability of each residue in a globular protein. This quantitative information offers
new insights into macromolecular stabilization of proteins.

We chose chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) as our model globular protein because this protease
inhibitor is small (7.5 kDa), amenable to biophysical study, and well-studied in terms of its
structure, folding, and stability.10–12 More specifically, we used the I29A/I37H variant
because the destabilizing isoleucine-to-alanine change13 allows stability measurements to be
completed in 24 h and the histidine side chain provides an internal pH probe. We chose 40 kDa
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP40) as the macromolecular crowding agent because this random-
coil polymer is extremely soluble, has protein-like solution properties, and is metabolically
inert.14,15 PVP has been widely used in pharmaceutical applications,16,17 and it retards both
protein aggregation and proteolytic degradation,18–20 but its usefulness as a stabilizing agent
for small proteins has never been investigated.

Materials and Methods
Protein Expression and Purification

The pet28a plasmid (Novagen) containing the gene for truncated wildtype CI2 was a gift from
Dr. Andrew Lee (UNC). The first 19 residues of full length CI2 are disordered and are not
included in this construct. Residue 20 of full-length CI2 is referred to here as residue 1. Site-
directed mutagenesis was used to incorporate the I29A and I37H mutations. The forward primer
for I29A was 5′GAA GCG CAG GCA ATC GTG C 3′, where the changed codon is bold. The
forward primer for I37H was 5′ CT GCC GGT GGG CAC CCA TGT GAC CAT GGA ATA
TC 3′. DNA sequence analysis (Genome Analysis Facility, UNC) with the T7 forward
sequencing primer was used to confirm the sequence.

After sequence analysis, the plasmid was transformed into BL-21(DE3-Gold) competent
Escherichia coli cells (Stratagene). The transformants were spread onto Luria broth agar plates
containing 60 μg/mL kanamycin (LBkan). 15N-Enriched Spectra-9 media (25 ml, Spectra Stable
Isotopes) was inoculated with a single colony and incubated overnight at 37 °C with shaking
at 200 rpm. This overnight culture was diluted into 1 L of 15N-enriched Spectra-9 media in a
6 L autoclaved flask. The culture was grown at 37 °C with shaking at 200 rpm to an absorbance
at 600 nm of 1.0. The cells were induced with isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (Sigma)
at a final concentration of 1 mM. The cells were harvested after 5 h by centrifugation at 7300
× g in a swinging bucket centrifuge for 20 min.

The cell pellet was resuspended in 25 mL of 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0. The slurry was
sonicated (Fisher Scientific, Sonic Dismembrator Model 500) on ice (4 cycles, 4 min each,
30% duty cycle). The lysate was centrifuged at 20 000 × g for 30 min. The pellet was discarded,
and the supernatant was treated with a 10% solution of polyethyleneimine (final concentration
0.2%). After incubation on ice with stirring for 30 min, the precipitated nucleic acids were
removed by centrifugation at 20 000 × g for 30 min.

The clear lysate was loaded onto an anion-exchange column (Q Sepharose high performance
resin, GE Healthcare, 1.6 cm × 10 cm) connected to an AKTA FPLC (GE Healthcare) at 4 °
C. The column was equilibrated with 25 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0, before loading the sample.
After loading, the column was thoroughly washed with 100 mL of 25 mM Tris, pH 8.0. CI2
does not interact strongly with the column material and was found in the flow-through and
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wash. Purity was assessed by using SDS-PAGE on an 18% gel with Coomassie staining. If
needed, the protein was further purified in H2O by size-exclusion chromatography (HiLoad
16/60 Superdex 75 column, 1.6 cm × 60 cm, GE Healthcare) at 4 °C. The protein eluted between
80 and 100 mL. Protein concentration was determined by using the absorbance at 280 nm and
an extinction coefficient of 7.04 × 103 M−1 cm−1.21 Immediately following the purification,
the protein was lyophilized and checked for structural changes by comparing chemical shifts
with nonlyophilized protein. No significant change was observed. The typical yield of pure
protein is 100 mg per 1 L culture.

NMR
For exchange experiments, the spectrometer was first shimmed by using a protein sample in
acetate buffer, pH 5.4, at 37 °C. The exchange reaction mixture was prepared by dissolving
lyophilized protein in 1 mL of 50 mM acetate buffer, pH 5.4, to a final concentration of 700
μM, followed by centrifugation and transfer of the supernatant to a 5 mm NMR tube. This
buffer and those described below were made with 99.9% D2O (Acros Organics). The sample
was equilibrated in the spectrometer at 37 °C for 15 min before collecting the first spectrum.
Consecutive HSQC spectra were collected for 24 h. The dilute-solution samples were saved
for further experiments with GdmCl-induced denaturation. For the crowding study, lyophilized
protein was resuspended in 50 mM acetate buffer, 300 g/L, 100 g/L, or 50 g/L PVP40, pH 5.4
to a final concentration of 800 μM. Shimming and data acquisition were performed as described
above. The pH of each sample was checked before and after data collection. The reported pH
value for deuterated solutions is uncorrected for the isotope effect. Peak volumes were obtained
by using NMRView.22

Measuring kex using CLEANEX-PM
The intrinsic rate of exchange (kex) for amide protons in the unprotected loop of the I29A/I37H
variant was measured by using the water saturation transfer experiment, CLEANEX-PM.23
Samples were prepared to a final concentration of 800 μM protein in 50 mM acetate buffer,
pH 5.4 in the dilute solution, 300 g/L PVP40, or 100 g/L N-ethylpyrrolidone (NEP). The pH
of each sample was determined before and after data collection. The data were collected on a
Varian Inova 600 MHz spectrometer at 37 °C. The mixing times were 0, 10, 20, 40, and 53 ms
for the dilute solution; 0, 10, 19, 25, and 53 ms for PVP40; and 0, 10, 19, 25, and 35 ms for
NEP. NMR data were processed with NMRPipe24 and analyzed with NMRView.22 Data were
fitted as described by Hwang et al.23

Results and Discussion
High concentrations of crowding agents might alter a globular protein's structure and
aggregation state,25 thereby confounding interpretation of their effects on stability. NMR
chemical shifts are sensitive, empirical indicators of structure. We found PVP40-induced
changes in 1H and 15N backbone chemical shifts only in the loop and turn regions of CI2 (Figure
S1, Supporting Information). Small changes in loops and turns are expected because crowding
causes compaction, and unlike the protein core, loops are not by definition maximally compact.
26,27 These chemical shift changes might also reflect weak interactions between PVP and
these surface regions. We assessed the aggregation state of CI2 by quantifying the effect of
PVP40 on the protein's extinction coefficient, 1H and 15N resonance line-widths, and self-
diffusion (Figures S2 and S3, Supporting Information). The extinction coefficient does not
change in the 300 g/L PVP40 solution over the time required to conduct a stability
measurement. Line widths in dilute solution and in 300 g/L PVP40 also remain constant, and
the diffusion data are consistent with the monomeric nature of the protein in both dilute and
crowded solutions. These results indicate that the combination of PVP40 and CI2 is amenable
to stability studies.
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We used amide-proton exchange to quantify stability. In our experiments, the protein is
lyophilized and then redissolved in a D2O-containing solution (buffer alone or buffer plus
PVP40). The exchange rate of backbone amide protons for deuterons, kobs, is quantified by
measuring the decrease in the signal from individual amide protons in serially acquired NMR
spectra over 24 h. The exchange reaction is described by eq 1.28

(1)

The native state of the protein opens and closes with rate constants kop and kcl. Exchange occurs
in the solvent-exposed open state with the rate constant kex. The generally accepted view is
that the open states are ensembles whose subpopulations range from small, low amplitude
fluctuations of the native state to rare, globally unfolded forms.29,30

As shown in Figure 1, the 300 g/L PVP40 solution exhibits considerably slower exchange
compared to the dilute solution. This result is consistent with crowding-induced stabilization,
but quantitative analysis of protein stability requires information about the rate constants in eq
1.

The observed first-order rate constants for exchange at individual residues, kobs, can be used
to assess stability provided kop/kcl ≪ 1 and kcl ≫ kex. Under these conditions,

(2)

where  is the equilibrium constant for opening.31 Stability is measured as the free energy
of opening, Δ , where

(3)

and R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. We know that kop/kcl ≪ 1 for the
slowly exchanging protons because independent unfolding experiments give kop/kcl ≈ 10−3

(Figure S4, Supporting Information). To show that kcl ≫ kex, we measured the pH dependence
of kobs.31 Exchange from the open state is acid/base catalyzed.31 Therefore, if kcl ≫ kex,
plotting kobs values at one pH against values at another pH will give a line of unitary slope.
10 As anticipated, plots for experiments conducted in dilute solution and in 300 g/L PVP40 at
two pH values (Figure 2) exhibit unitary slopes. The data show that kop/kcl can be used to assess
stability in dilute solution and in 300 g/L PVP40, but using eqs 2 and 3 to assess the effect of
crowding requires knowledge of kex in dilute and crowded conditions.

Values of kex in dilute solution are computed from data on unstructured peptides.32–34 To
assess the effect of 300 g/L PVP40 on kex, we used residue 37 in CI2's unprotected, extended
loop (residues 35–45) as a mimic for an unstructured peptide. Exchange in the loop occurs too
quickly to use the method described above, so we turned to the saturation transfer experiment,
CLEANEX-PM.23 Those data indicate that kex in 300 g/L PVP40 equals kex in dilute solution
(Figure 3). With these data in hand, we calculated Δ  values at each residue of CI2 and
assessed the effects of crowding on stability.

A histogram of Δ  values in dilute solution and 300 g/L PVP40 as a function of CI2 sequence
position is shown in Figure 4, and Δ  values are superimposed on the protein structure (PDB
2CI2) in Figure 5A and 5B. PVP40 increases Δ  for all measurable residues with a maximum
increase of ∼3 kcal/mol, which corresponds to a 100-fold increase in the equilibrium constant
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for folding (1/ ). This agrees with the predicted increases of 10- to 100-fold.1 We attempted
to confirm the maximum Δ  values by performing a circular-dichroismdetected denaturation
in PVP solutions supplemented with the denaturants guanidinium chloride or urea.
Unfortunately, PVP interacts strongly with the cosolutes. Such behavior has been observed
previously.16 Nevertheless, we feel our results are valid because the PVP concentration
dependence of Δ  values extrapolates smoothly to zero PVP concentration (vide infra), and
many previous studies have shown correspondence between maximum Δ  and free energies
derived from global denaturation experiments.29

To show the increases in Δ  arise from the macromolecular nature of the crowding agent,
we repeated the experiment in a solution of a model monomer for PVP, N-ethylpyrrolidone
(NEP). CI2 precipitates in 300 g/L NEP but is soluble in 100 g/L NEP. At this concentration,
kex, as measured with the CLEANEX-PM experiment, increases 4-fold compared to the dilute
solution (Figure 3). We used this NEP-observed value to scale the calculated kex values. Values
of Δ  in 100 g/L NEP are overlaid on the protein structure in Figure 5C. NEP has a small
effect, with most changes being destabilizing compared to the dilute solution. Higher NEP
concentrations are expected to be even more destabilizing. These observations show that the
stabilizing effect of PVP arises from its macromolecular nature and agrees with data showing
that the effect of poly(ethylene glycol) on the overall stability of lysozyme exceeds the effect
of PEG's monomer, ethylene glycol.35

Measuring Δ  on a residue-by-residue basis provides insight into the native and open states
of CI2. Since the magnitude of Δ  in the dilute solution depends on the amount of surface
exposed upon unfolding,36 it is expected, and observed (Figure 5A), that the smalles Δ 
values tend to correspond to surface-exposed residues and the largest values correlate with
residues that become exposed only upon extensive unfolding. Identical patterns of local and
global unfolding are observed in PVP40 and NEP compared to the dilute solution (Figure 5B
and 5C). These data show that PVP40 significantly increases the stability of globally unfolding
residues compared to the dilute solution and NEP while leaving the stability of locally
unfolding residues nearly unchanged. From these observations, we conclude that crowding
with PVP40 does not alter the exchange-competent forms (i.e., the open states) but decreases
their probability.

Theories ?> used to explain the effects of stabilizing (or destabilizing) cosolutes on protein
stability predict that Δ  should depend not only on differences in surface area but also on
cosolute concentration.1,36–38 We expect a positive correlation between Δ  values and the
differential quantity, ∂Δ /∂[PVP], which describes the sensitivity of Δ  to PVP40
concentration. To test this idea we examined the effect of PVP40 concentration on Δ  and
mapped values of ∂Δ /∂[PVP] onto the structure (Figure 5D). Comparing Figure 5B to
Figure 5D shows exactly the correlation predicted by theory; residues with the largest Δ 
values have the largest ∂Δ /∂[PVP] values.

Conclusion
We used a simple system comprising a globular protein, a random-coil polymer, and an
established equilibrium thermodynamic method to quantify the stabilizing effects of
macromolecular crowding at the level of individual residues. The maximum stabilizing effect
is sizable, up to ∼3 kcal/mol, which represents an increase in stability of ∼50% compared to
the dilute solution. Our residue-by-residue measurements show that crowding has the largest
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effects on opening reactions that expose the most surface area but has little or no effect on
regions that are solvent-exposed in both the native and open states. This observation reinforces
the assertion that macromolecular crowding stabilizes the native state by destabilizing the
unfolded states. This observation also suggests that information about turns and unstructured
loops gained under equilibrium conditions in a dilute solution are valid under crowded
conditions. Furthermore, the significant increase in protein stability as a result of crowding
with a biocompatible polymer could lead to new approaches in the design and storage of protein
pharmaceuticals.
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Figure 1.
PVP40 slows amide proton exchange. Exchange curves for the amide protons of Leu 32 (●)
and Asp 52 (▼) in dilute solution (green) and 300 g/L PVP40 (cyan). Conditions: 50 mM
acetate buffer in D2O, pH 5.4, 37 °C.
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Figure 2.
The I29A/I37H variant exchanges according to the EX2 mechanism. Linear regression yields
slopes and R2 values of 0.91 ± 0.5 and 0.92 in dilute solution (green) and 1.10 ± 0.08 and 0.86
in 300 g/L PVP40 (cyan), respectively. The error bars represent the standard errors for the
averages from three trials collected at pH 5.4.
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Figure 3.
Crowding with 300 g/L PVP40 does not change exchange rate for loop residue 37, which is
essentially unprotected, but adding 100 g/L NEP increases the rate approximately 4-fold. The
exchange of residue 37 was measured in 50 mM acetate, pH 5.4 at 37 °C in 300 g/L PVP40
(cyan), in dilute solution (green), and in 100 g/L NEP (magenta) using the CLEANEX-PM
experiment.23 The rate is 9 ± 2 s−1 in dilute solution, 7 ± 1 s−1 in PVP40, and 32 ± 3 s−1 in
NEP. The smooth curve is determined as described by Hwang et al.23
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Figure 4.
Macromolecular crowding with PVP40 stabilizes the I29A/I37H variant of CI2 relative to
dilute solution. Values of Δ  in 300 g/L PVP40 (cyan) and dilute solution (green) are plotted
versus residue number. The height of each bar represents the average from three trials. The
error bars represent the standard deviation. Conditions: 700–800 μM variant protein, 50 mM
acetate buffer in D2O, pH 5.4. The inset shows the backbone structure of PVP.
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Figure 5.
Ribbon structure of wild-type CI2 (PDB, 2CI2) colored by Δ  for the I29A/I37H variant in
(A) dilute solution, (B) 300 g/L PVP40, and (C) 100 g/L NEP [blue: Δ  < 3.0 kcal/mol;
green: < 3.0 kcal/mol Δ  < 5.0 kcal/mol; yellow: 5.0 kcal/mol < Δ  < 5.5 kcal/mol; cyan:
5.5 kcal/mol Δ  < 8.0 kcal/mol]. (D) Δ  was measured in 0, 50, 100, and 300 g/L PVP40,
and δΔ  δ[PVP40] Values were superimposed onto the structure [blue: δΔ /δ[PVP40] =
0; yellow: 0 δΔ /δ[PVP40] < 2.5 × 10−3 (kcal/mol)/M; cyan: 2.5 × 10−3 (kcal/mol)/M < δΔ

/δ[PVP40] < 1.0 × 10−2 (kcal/mol)/M]. Residues for which there are no data are colored
gray.
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